A spatial bounding of ordered media breaks the symmetry of the system and results in a rich variety of interesting phenomena. An exciting example is the possibility of reorientation (or anchoring) phase transitions.
These transitions manifest themselves in experiments with ferromagnetics [1] and liquid crystals [2 -11] [12] . [21] . The tilt angle was defined from the orientation of the sample since in the null position n is oriented along the magnetic field [21] . It does not appear that 8(T) has a discontinuity at T= T, (Fig. 1) (8) Note that p22%0: with p22=0 only first-order transitions are possible.
The equilibrium surface orientations 8 are found from
Eq. (7) 
Boltzmann constant.
Neglecting terms of order S and higher, one has f [S(T)]=(p»S -p, 2S )(n k) +p22S2(n. k)4, (7) which is Eq. (4) 
The model allows us to find also W( T}. Assuming that the wall contains pure twist deformation 8= q/rxd along the transversal x axis, To.
describe the temperature-driven transition, the temperature dependencies of c"c. , L~, cr, and S should be considered.
For a nematic with zero molecular dipoles K=const while the dependency E, ( T) is close to that of S( T): E, (T)=aS(T) [20] ; therefore the form that one uses to represent S( T) [29] can also be used for E, ( T):
At T=T, [20] and & is supposed to be =0. 6 
